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Abstract

The architecture of interaction networks has been extensively studied in the past decades, and different topologies have been observed in natural systems. Despite several phenomenological explanations proposed, we still understand little of the mechanisms that generate those topologies. Here we present a mechanistic model based on the integrative hypothesis of specialization, which aims at explaining the emergence of topology and specialization in consumer-resource networks. By following three first-principles and adjusting five parameters, our model was able to generate synthetic weighted networks that show the main patterns of topology and specialization observed in nature. Our results prove that topology emergence is possible without network-level selection. In our simulations, the intensity of trade-offs in the performance of each consumer species on different resource species is the main factor driving network topology. We predict that interaction networks with low species diversity and low dissimilarity between resources should have a nested topology, although more diverse networks with large dissimilarity should have a compound topology. Additionally, our results highlight scale as a key factor. Our model generates predictions consistent with ecological and evolutionary theories and real-world observations. Therefore, it supports the IHS as a useful conceptual framework to study the architecture of interaction networks.
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Introduction

In the past decades, network science, by focusing on the structure of entire systems instead of species, proved to be an outstanding tool for the study of ecological interactions (Dormann et al. 2017). One persisting controversy in the literature is the predominant architecture among interaction networks. Two main topologies have been proposed as almost universal: nested and modular (Fortuna et al. 2010).

Several studies have detected significant nestedness in interaction networks (Bascompte et al. 2003; Guimarães et al. 2007b). In a perfectly nested network, the links (i.e., connection between two species in a network) made by species with fewer interaction partners (i.e., other species to which it is connected) tend to be a subset of the links made by species with more interaction partners (Bascompte & Jordano 2007), so interaction overlap is maximum. Nevertheless, several other studies have found a modular topology in interaction networks. A modular network is composed of subgroups of densely connected species (Guimerà et al. 2010; Bellay et al. 2011; Watts et al. 2016).

Contrary to nestedness, modularity is characterized by each node interacting preferentially with a particular subgroup of nodes, overlap is reduced, and several links are considered forbidden (e.g., impossible to occur due to trait mismatch, Jordano 2016). Usually, modules are composed of phylogenetically close species (Krasnov et al. 2012) or species that converge in a set of traits (Mello et al. 2011). Despite nestedness and modularity being logically different topologies (Ulrich et al. 2017) and usually negatively correlated with one another in empirical ecological networks (Thebault & Fontaine 2010; Pires & Guimaraes 2012; Trojelsgaard & Olesen 2013), networks combining some degree of both have been observed in nature (Olesen et al. 2007; Bellay et al. 2011; Flores et al. 2013).

Diverse explanations to the emergence of each network topology have been proposed. For instance, interactions driven by abundance (Vázquez et al. 2007), neutrality (Krishna et al. 2008), and morphological constrains (Stang et al. 2007) for nestedness. And phylogenetic conservatism (Krasnov et al. 2012), functional complementarity (Montoya et al. 2015), and trait-matching (Donatti et al. 2011) for modularity. Interaction intimacy does also seem to play a role in shaping network topology (Hembry et al. 2018).

Additionally, a recurrent hypothesis is that nestedness should be expected in mutualisms while modularity should emerge in antagonisms (Thebault & Fontaine 2010). Nevertheless, several studies found empirical evidence against this hypothesis (Olesen et al. 2007; Mello et al. 2011; Pires & Guimaraes 2012). Despite a diversity of phenomenological explanations, we still poorly understand the mechanisms that drives the establishment of links and so shape network architecture, an issue already pointed out (Ings et al. 2009), but which still has not been properly addressed. Maybe as a symptom of this knowledge gap, community-level selection is commonly invoked to
explain interaction network topology, despite the strong criticism against it in the evolutionary literature (see Pires & Guimarães 2012). In the present study, we use a recent hypothesis to propose a unified mechanism that drives the formation of links and scales up to shape network topology.

The integrative hypothesis of specialization (IHS), (early called the integrative hypothesis of parasite specialization, Pinheiro et al. 2016; Felix et al. 2017), is aimed at explaining the relationship between performance and specialization in consumer-resource interactions (e.g., parasite-host, prey-predator, plant-pollinator). A classical hypothesis states that, due to trade-offs involved in specialization, generalist consumers should be outperformed by specialist consumers in exploiting each resource (Futuyma & Moreno 1988). It is illustrated by the figure of speech “jack-of-all-trades, master of none”. In this scenario, because of those trade-offs, each consumer species tends to specialize in one or few resource species, and several interactions are forbidden. Indeed, some studies have found compelling evidence corroborating this hypothesis in different systems (Poulin 1998; Muchhala 2007). However, other studies found that generalistic consumers achieve higher performance in exploiting each resource (Krasnov et al. 2004; García-Robledo & Horvitz 2012). In such cases there is no generalism-performance trade-off and specialization is a sub-optimal state for a consumer. The IHS was initially proposed as an explanation for this diversity of results.

The main question behind this dilemma is whether the same traits that allow a consumer species to efficiently exploit a given resource species do also allow it to exploit other resource species. This tends to be true if the resources are similar to one another, but false if not (Krasnov et al. 2004). Starting from this perspective, the IHS predicts that the relationship between consumer’s performance and specialization depends on resource heterogeneity. However, diverse communities can comprise clusters of similar resource species, each cluster being highly different from the other. For instance, the host community studied by Pinheiro et al. (2016) contains several birds species of the same genus, but also birds of different orders. In such cases of a wide range of resource dissimilarities, the IHS predicts a multi-scale relationship between performance and specialization. Considering only a group of similar resources, a “jack-of-all-trades” consumer tends to be master of all, though, between different clusters of resources the trade-off is strong (Pinheiro et al. 2016).

In previous studies, we proposed that the same mechanism governing the specialization vs. performance relationship may drive the architecture of consumer-resource networks (Pinheiro et al. 2016; Felix et al. 2017). From this perspective, nestedness is the result of the correlated performances of each consumer on similar resources, although modularity emerges because of strong trade-offs in performances on dissimilar resources. Therefore, the IHS predicts that subnetworks that represent phylogenetic or taxonomic subsets of complete systems, and thus do not comprise trade-offs, should be nested. However, in more diverse networks a multi-scale topology should emerge: a modular structure with internally nested modules.
This multi-scale architecture was named compound topology, a conceptual archetype proposed by Lewinsohn et al. (2006) and predicted by Flores et al. (2011). A compound topology is also a suitable explanation for networks that are nested and modular at the same time, because in those networks those conflicting topologies would predominate at different scales, instead of being mixed in the structure (as suggested by Fortuna et al. 2010). Evidence of a compound topology was found in pollination (Bezerra et al. 2009), bacteria-phage (Flores et al. 2013), and mammal-flea (Felix et al. 2017) empirical networks, as well as in synthetic networks (Beckett & Williams 2013; Leung & Weitz 2016). Moreover, a pattern of in-block nestedness was found in a large set of mutualistic and antagonistic networks, which, as far as we can tell, is the same structure as a compound topology (Solé-Ribalta et al. 2018).

Here, we propose a new mechanistic model for interaction networks based on the IHS. Our new model is presented in terms of consumers and resources, so it can help predict the topology of networks formed by different kinds of interaction, from antagonism to mutualism. The first-principles of our model are: (i) each resource species has a set of traits that affect its exploitability by each consumer species, and resource species can be more or less similar to one another in those traits; (ii) a consumer’s mutation that enhances its exploitation of a given resource tends to improve the exploitation of similar resources, but worsen its exploitation of dissimilar resources; and (iii) the capacity of a consumer to exploit each resource on a given moment is a result of its previous adaptations and maladaptations.

Following these simple principles, and adjusting a set of five parameters, we tested whether the IHS model can: (1) reproduce the varied relationships between performance and specialization of consumers observed in natural systems; (2) reproduce the main topologies observed in interaction networks, (3) explain the general conditions that affect the emergence of those patterns, and (4) generate predictions that are consistent with ecological and evolutionary theories and coherent with real-world observations. Moreover, our model is aimed to be a proof-of-concept (sensu Servedio et al. 2014) of the IHS, testing whether its predictions are logically derived from its assumptions and mechanism.

The IHS model

Core structure

Our model simulates the evolution of consumer species exploiting resource species. It is species-based and does not account for intraspecific variations. For increased text fluency, hereafter, we call consumer species “consumers” and resource species “resources”. Similarly, consumer species richness is referred to as “consumer richness”, and resource species richness as “resource richness”.

The core of our model consists of two evolving matrices: the innate performance matrix, and the realized performance matrix. In addition, there are two static inputs: a
matrix with the pairwise distances between resources, and a vector of resource carrying capacities (Fig. 1).

Innate performance represents the match between a consumer and a resource. It summarizes how all characteristics of the consumer (e.g., morphology, physiology, and behavior) affect its ability to exploit a given resource. When a consumer has a negative innate performance on a resource, it is incapable of exploiting it. However, when its innate performance is positive, the consumer exploits the resource (has a realized performance on it).

The distance between two resources in our model is a measure of how different they are from consumer’s perspective. Resources are close to one another when they require of the consumers the same adaptations for an efficient exploitation. For instance, two plant species, whose fruits have similar shape, size, and consistency, require from frugivorous birds the same type of beak. Resources are distant from one another when they require of the consumers opposite adaptations for an efficient exploitation. For instance, two plant species whose fruits are more easily consumed by, respectively, small-beaked and large-beaked birds. Because of phylogenetic conservatism, we expect the distances between resources to mirror the taxonomic and phylogenetic distances between them, however, convergence may confuse this pattern.

The carrying capacity of each resource limits the overall realized performance of its consumers. It can be understood as the availability of each resource for consumer exploitation. In natural systems, we expect abundance, size, and vulnerability (in antagonisms) or accessibility (in mutualisms) of each resource to be major factors defining this value.

Each realized performance represents the strength of an interaction effectively made in a consumer-resource system, therefore it cannot have a negative value. It integrates the match between consumers and resources (i.e., innate performance) with the limitations imposed by each resource carrying capacity, as presented in equation 1:

\[
RP_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{IP_{ij}}{\sum_{i=1}^{S_c} IP_{ij}} K_j, & \text{if } IP_{ij} \geq 0 \\
0, & \text{if } IP_{ij} < 0 
\end{cases} 
\]

in which \(IP_{ij}\) is the innate performance of consumer \(i\) on resource \(j\), \(RP_{ij}\) is the realized performance of consumer \(i\) on resource \(j\), \(S_c\) is consumer richness, and \(K_j\) is the carrying capacity of resource \(j\). In other words, consumers that have negative innate performances on a given resource, have zero realized performance on it. And for consumers that have positive innate performances on a given resource, the realized performances are the resource’s carrying capacity divided between these consumers proportionally to their innate performances.
Mutation phase

At the beginning of each iteration, a consumer is randomly assigned to evolve. This consumer, then, is submitted to alternative mutations, one focused on each resource (focal resource), therefore generating $S_r$ (resource richness) mutants of the consumer.

Mutations change the innate performance of the assigned consumer on all resources. The values of those changes are randomly drawn from normal distributions, in which standards deviations are equal to 0.3 and means are defined by the distance between each resource and the focal resource of the mutation, as presented in equation 2:

$$\mu_j = 1 - \alpha_{jf}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

in which $\mu_j$ is the mean of the normal distribution from which we draw the value of changes in the innate performance of the assigned consumer on resource $j$, and $\alpha_{jf}$ is the distance between resource $j$ and the focal resource $f$. Since the distance of the focal resource from itself is 0, the focal mutation will be a value randomly drawn from a normal distribution of mean $= 1$. Notice that, as a consequence of equation 3, each mutation probabilistically tends to increase the innate performance of the mutating consumer on resources with distances from the focal resource above 1 ($\mu_j > 0$) and tends to decrease performances beyond this threshold ($\mu_j < 0$).

Selection phase

In the selection phase, following equation 1, the total realized performance of each mutant consumer is compared with the total realized performance of the original consumer (before mutations). If at least one mutant present increased total realized performance, the mutant with the largest total realized performance is selected, replacing the original consumer in the innate performance matrix for the next iteration (i.e., evolutionary changes occurred). However, if all mutations result in decreased total realized performance, the original consumer is selected, and the simulation goes to the next iteration without evolutionary changes.

End of the simulation

The simulation ends after a pre-defined number of iterations. Then, by applying equation 1 on the final innate performance matrix, the final realized performance matrix is generated. This matrix corresponds to the simulated consumer-resource network (hereafter referred to as “simulated network”). It contains the information concerning the consumer and resource species in the network (nodes), the interactions that are made between those species: consumers exploiting resources (links), and the consumers’ performance on exploiting each resource (weights). Moreover, as consumers cannot interact with other consumers, nor resources can interact with other resources, the simulated network is bipartite (two-mode).
For a complete example of an iteration of the IHS model, see Fig. S1 in Supporting Information.

**Figure 1 – The IHS model.** The iteration starts with the assignment of a random consumer that will evolve. This consumer suffers alternative mutations, each generating a mutant with its own innate performances on resources. Each mutation is focused on a given resource (focal resource) but affects the consumer’s innate performance on all resources. The consequence of each mutation for the consumer’s innate performance on a given resource depends on the distance between this resource and the focal resource, which is given by the resource species distance matrix. Then, using equation 1 (see the section “The IHS model”) the realized performance of each mutant is calculated. The mutant with the highest total realized performance is selected and replaces the original consumer in the innate performance matrix to be used in the next iteration of the model (unless all mutations result in decreased total realized performance, in which case the original consumer is maintained). For a detailed example of one iteration of the IHS model see Supplementary Figure S1. $S_c$: consumer richness; $S_r$: resource richness. Elements in blue are static inputs: do not change during the simulation. Elements in red are evolving matrices.

**Simulations**

**Inputs and parameters of the simulations**

**Innate performance matrix**

To start each simulation, we need to provide an initial innate performance matrix. We built matrices with different consumer richness and resource richness. To fill the matrix we used three different methods: rep0) all consumers score 0 (zero) in innate
performance on all resources, then the first mutation of a consumer corresponds to its
ingress in the simulated network; rnorm11) the innate performance of each consumer on
each resource is randomly drawn from a normal distribution with mean = 1 and standard
deviation = 1; and rep1) all consumers score 1 (one) in innate performance on all
resources.

Carrying capacity vector

The carrying capacity of each resource was defined by randomly drawing a value from
a normal distribution with mean = 200 and standard deviation = 50.

Matrix of resource distances

The IHS predicts that network topology emerges as a function of the distance between
resources and the degree of clustering of those distances. To test this prediction, we
generated distance matrices defining values for the maximum distance between two
resources and the number of clusters it contains (for details see Supplement S1).

Number of iterations

The number of iterations for each simulation was defined as each consumer has
averaged 50 rounds of evolution. Therefore, the number of iterations equals consumer
richness times 50.

List of parameters

In our simulations we adjusted five parameters: the consumer richness, the resource
richness, the method used to generate the initial innate performance matrix (innate
method), the maximum distance between two resources (maximum distance), and the
number of resource clusters (number of clusters).

Running simulations

Simulations were coded in R (R Core Team 2018). For commented codes see
Supplement S1. The parameter values used in our simulations were: consumer richness:
5, 10, 50, 100, and 200; resource richness: 50, 100, and 200; innate method: rep0,
rnorm11, and rep1; maximum distance: 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4; and number of
clusters: 1, 2, and 4. We ran one simulation for each combination of those values,
totalizing 945 setups.

Statistical analysis

Proportion of iterations in which occurred evolutionary changes

We used generalized linear models (GLM) to test which parameters affected the
proportion of iterations in which occurred evolutionary changes in each simulation. In
the complete model, we included as explanatory variables: (1) maximum distance, (2)
 innate method, (3) number of clusters (as a categorical variable), (4) resource richness, (5) consumer richness, and all interactions between variables (1), (2), and (3). After building the complete model, we used a backward stepwise approach with analysis of variance to reduce it to a minimum model. We used the explained deviance of each explanatory variable in the minimum model as a measure of effect size. This same setup was followed in all GLMs built in our study. For details about all statistical analyses performed in this study see Appendix S1.

For the subsequent analyses, we removed the simulations in which evolutionary changes occurred in less than 80% of iterations. There remained 672 simulations (72%).

**Relationship between performance and resource specialization of consumers**

For each consumer in the simulated networks we calculated three performance indices: (1) mean realized performance, its average performance on all resources it exploits, (2) maximum realized performance, its maximum performance on a single resource, and (3) total realized performance, the sum of its performances on all resources. We also calculated two resource specialization indices, the first binary and the second weighted: (1) basic resource specialization, the richness of resource species exploited by the consumer, and (2) structural resource specialization, the diversity of resources exploited by the consumer measured with Shannon index (Poisot et al. 2012).

Then, we calculated Spearman correlations between the three performance indices and the two resource specialization indices for each simulated network. It was not possible to calculate the correlations using basic resource specialization for completely filled matrices, because in them, all consumers exploit the same resource richness.

To assess which factors influence the relationship between consumers’ performance and specialization in our simulations, we used generalized additive models (GAM) with the correlations as response variables and simulation parameters as explanatory variables. The maximum distance was included as a smooth term on each GAM. To find the minimum model we used the same approach used for the GLMs. In the present study, we used GAMs when the relationship between the response variable and maximum distance could not be properly modelled with a GLM.

**Network analysis**

Network specialization

For each simulated network, we calculated a binary and a weighted network specialization metric: respectively, connectance and H2' (Blüthgen et al. 2006). Connectance is defined as the proportion of potential links that are made in the network, therefore, the smaller its value, the more specialized the network. For H2' the contrary is true: the higher it value, the more specialized the network. Specialization indices were computed using the package bipartite for R (Dormann et al. 2008). To test whether the
simulation parameters influenced the specialization of the simulated networks we used GLMs.

Modularity

To measure the modularity and module composition of each simulated network we used the DIRTLPAb+ algorithm (Beckett 2016), which maximizes the Barber modularity (Barber 2007) for weighted bipartite networks. Then we tested whether modularity values were affected by simulation parameters using GLMs.

Nestedness

To compute nestedness in weighted bipartite networks we used a new metric, which we named WNODA (weighted nestedness based on overlap and decreasing abundance). WNODA is a modification of WNODF (weighted nestedness based on overlap and decreasing fill) (Almeida-Neto & Ulrich 2011). WNODF is a nestedness metric designed for weighted networks, however, it maintains the condition of binary decreasing fill from the original NODF metric (Almeida-Neto et al. 2008). Therefore, WNODF can be strongly affected by weak links, which is not optimal for a weighted metric, and cannot deal with completely filled matrices (in those cases WNODF is 0). WNODA, in turn, does not demand binary nestedness to account for weighted nestedness, is less affected by weak links, and can be used for completely filled matrices. WNODA measures how frequently the weight of each link made by a node of lower total abundance is weaker than the weight of those same link made by a node with higher total abundance. Detailed information about WNODA and comparisons between metrics are presented in Appendix S2.

We calculated the WNODA of each simulated network and used GLMs to see how it was affected by the simulation parameters. To test the correlation between nestedness and modularity in our networks, we performed a Spearman correlation test.

Considering the possibility of a compound topology in our simulated networks, we used an approach based on the method proposed by Flores et al. (2013) and adapted by Felix et al. (2017), in which we separately compute the nestedness between species belonging to the same module and the nestedness between species belonging to different modules (Felix et al. 2017). This method can be performed with any nestedness metric based on pairwise comparison between nodes, including WNODA (see Appendix S2).

In a network with a compound topology we expect the WNODA between species of the same module ($WNODA_{SM}$) to be much higher than the WNODA between species of different modules ($WNODA_{DM}$). An R function to compute these components of nestedness using NODF, WNODF, and WNODA is provided in Supplement S2.

We used GLMs to test for effects of maximum distance and number of clusters on the $WNODA_{SM}$ and $WNODA_{DM}$ of the simulated networks.
In the present study, we considered three network topologies: modular, nested, and compound. To categorically define which topology was shown by each simulated network, we used the approach proposed by Felix et al. (2017) based on null model analysis.

First, we tested for nested and modular topologies using free null models. In the free models, each randomized matrix was generated using a modified version of the method proposed by Vázquez et al. (2007). Their method creates a null matrix conserving the original connectance and the total number of interactions, and probabilistically conserving the marginal sums. To this end, the algorithm first defines the binary structure of the null matrix, assigning interactions according to probabilities based on the marginal sums of the original matrix. However, to prevent reducing the size of the matrix, the algorithm requires that each species makes at least one interaction. After that, the remaining interactions are distributed among the filled cells, following again probabilities based on marginal sums. This method, however, is not fully adequate to our simulated matrices, as their interaction weights are not counts, but continuous. Therefore, the procedure results in null matrices with very different marginal sums from the original matrix, especially in matrices with many weak interactions. To deal with this, we modified the algorithm so that it does not fill the matrices by distributing unitary interactions (including and summing 1s) but by distributing a lower value. We defined this value as 0.1, as this was low enough to reasonable conserve the marginal sums.

For each simulated network, we generated a free null model with 500 randomized matrices and performed a Z-test to test whether the observed value of each metric was significantly different from the distribution of values of the null matrices. A network was considered modular when its value of Barber Modularity was significantly higher than the randomized values. Similarly, a network was considered nested, when it had a significant WNODA value. To avoid excessively low consumer richness in each module, we excluded the networks with 10 or fewer consumer species and kept 415 simulated networks for this and subsequent analysis.

A network was considered as having a compound topology, when it was significantly modular and presented a significant WNODA$_{SM}$ (i.e., a modular network with modules internally nested). To test the significance of WNODA$_{SM}$ in each simulated network we used restricted null models (Felix et al. 2017). A restricted null model is one that conserves the modular structure of the matrix when generating the randomized matrices. As, by definition, nodes in the same modules overlap more than nodes in different modules, not conserving the modular structure of the randomized matrix (i.e., using a free null model) would result in an inflated type I error ratio for WNODA$_{SM}$.

In the restricted null model, each interaction is first assigned an $a$ priori probability and then the probabilities are adjusted to keep the modular structure. Here we used two
different algorithms to assign the \textit{a priori} probabilities of each interaction: Equiprobable and Degree-probable. In the Equiprobable method, \textit{a priori} probabilities are equal for all cells and, therefore, only the modular structure defines the probability of each interaction. In the Degree-probable method, \textit{a priori} probabilities are defined based on marginal sums (same method used for the free null model) and then adjusted to maintain the modular structure of the matrix.

Null model analysis was performed in the Sagarana High-Performance Computing cluster from the High-Performance Processing Center, Institute of Biological Sciences, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil.

We built GLMs to test how the simulation parameters affected the chance of a simulated network having a modular topology. Similarly, we tested for a nested topology. Then we tested, only for modular networks, how the simulation parameters affected their chances of having a compound topology.

\textbf{Multi-scale relationship between performance and specialization}

To measure the resource specialization of consumers at different network scales, for each consumer in each modular network we calculated its standardized within-module degree (Z) and participation coefficient (P) (Guimerà & Nunes Amaral 2005). The first is a Z-score of the consumer's degree within its module, and measures within-module specialization (small network scale). The second is a measure of how much the consumer's links are distributed between different modules; therefore, it represents between-module specialization (large network scale). We also developed weighted versions of Z and P. The weighted Z is the Z-score of the diversity of links made by the consumer within its module, measured with Shannon index, and the weighted P measure the distribution of weights between modules.

As for the calculation of Z we need to compute standard deviations, it cannot be applied when all nodes of a module have the same degree. This resulted in some networks having too few usable values. For this analysis, we discarded networks with fewer than 5 nodes with meaningful values of both Z and P.

Then, for each network, we made linear regressions with consumer performances (mean, maximum and total) as response variables, and Z and P values (binary and weighted version) as explanatory variables. Finally, to test whether simulation parameters affected the relationship between performance and specialization of consumers at different network scales (i.e., coefficients of Z: $\beta_Z$ and $\beta_{\text{Weighted-Z}}$, and coefficients of P: $\beta_Z$ and $\beta_{\text{Weighted-Z}}$ in the linear regressions), we used GAMs.

\textbf{Results}

The proportion of iterations in which occurred evolutionary changes decreased with maximum distance and number of clusters, and was lower in matrices built with the
innate methods “rep1” and “rnorm11”. The other simulation parameters had low explanatory power (see Appendix S1.1). Out of the 945 simulations performed, 267 (28%) had less than 80% of the iterations with evolutionary changes and were removed from the subsequent analyses. The remaining simulations resulted in a highly diverse set of networks for every metric calculated in this study. Fig. 2 presents examples of this large variability.

Figure 2 - Diversity of patterns in the simulated networks. Our simulations resulted in a highly diverse set of consumer-resource networks considering all metrics analyzed (A). The relationship between specialization and performance of consumers varied largely (B). Here we illustrate two opposite patterns of specialization using as an example the simulated networks 277 (C-D) and 533 (E-F). In C and E, each line represents a consumer species.
species were sorted from each simulated system and their relative realized performances were plotted. The trees were obtained by hierarchical clustering of the distances between resources in the simulations, using the complete linkage method. Simulation 277 does not include performance trade-offs (maximum distance = 1) and does not have clusters in resource distance structure. The consumer which has the highest performance in one resource, also has the highest performances in all other resources (red line): the jack-of-all-trades is master of all. This simulation generated a network with very high nestedness and very low modularity (D). Rows and columns in D were organized by decreasing marginal sums and the grey tones represent the weight of each interaction. Nestedness is evidenced by the general trend of decreasing weights top-down and left-right in the matrix (D). Simulation 533 includes moderate trade-offs and clusters of similar resources. In this case, each consumer specializes in a group of similar resources (E). The network (F) has high modularity and low nestedness. Nevertheless, nestedness between species of the same module is high.

The correlation between mean performance and resource specialization depended on the distance between resources and the number of resource clusters, varying from positive to negative, and following the same general trend regardless of the resource specialization index used (Fig. 3A-C). The same trend held for the correlations with maximum performance (Appendix S1.2). The correlations involving total performance varied non-linearly with maximum distance. Our model predicts that specialists will present higher total performance than generalists when resources are intermediately distant one from another. Otherwise, generalists outperform specialists (Fig. 3D-E). See Appendix S1.2.

We found a consistent pattern of increasing network specialization with increasing maximum distance and number of clusters in simulations, in both the GLMs with connectance and $H_2'$ (Fig. 4). Parameters related to the size of the network (consumer richness and resource richness) had just minor effects on connectance, but consumer richness had a moderate effect on $H_2'$. Although the innate method defines the specialization of the initial matrix, it had little effect on connectance (Appendix S1.3) and $H_2'$ (Appendix S1.4) in the simulated networks.

Modularity increased with maximum distance and number of clusters (Fig. 5A), while nestedness decreased with those parameters (Fig. 5B). The other parameters had little or no effect on nestedness (Appendix S1.5) and modularity (Appendix S1.6) in the simulated networks. Both $WNODA_{SM}$ and $WNODA_{DM}$ decreased with maximum distance and number of clusters (Fig. 5C, Appendix S1.7). However, the former has a smaller slope than the latter, and, therefore, the expected ratio between $WNODA_{SM}$ and $WNODA_{DM}$ increased with maximum distance and number of clusters (Fig. 5D). There is a strong negative correlation between modularity and nestedness on the simulated networks (Spearman rho: -0.94, p<0.001) (Fig. 5E, Appendix S1.8).
Figure 3 - Correlations between performance and specialization of consumers. Correlations in the simulated network are presented as a function of maximum distance (horizontal axis), and number of clusters (colors in plots A and B) or innate method (colors in plots C and D). For each network we calculated Spearman correlations between indices of consumers’ realized performance (mean realized performance, maximum realized performance, and total realized performance) and indices of consumers’ specialization (basic specialization and structural specialization). Results for maximum performance were very similar to results for mean performance and are presented in Appendix S1. Notice that the values of specialization indices are negatively related to specialization, i.e., the higher the diversity of resources exploited by a consumer, the less specialized the consumer. The parameters represented in each plot are the ones with more explanatory power in the generalized additive models (see Appendix S1.2). In all plots, when consumer or resource richness were significant explanatory variables, we used its average values to draw the curves.
Figure 4 – Network specialization metrics. Connectance and $H_2'$ are presented as a function of maximum distance (horizontal axis), number of clusters (colors), and innate method (columns of plots in the panel). The parameters represented are the ones with more explanatory power in the generalized additive models (see Appendix S1.3-4). Average values of consumer and resource species richness were used to draw the curves. Notice that plots are presented with different scales in the horizontal axis.

From the 415 tested networks, 268 were significantly modular, 198 were significantly nested, and 51 were both modular and nested. The probability of a network having a modular topology increased with maximum distance and number of clusters, although the chance of a network being nested is affected by both parameters on the opposite direction. High consumer richness increased the chance of a simulated network being nested, but had a minor effect on the chance of it being modular. The other parameters had small effects on the models (Fig. 5F). Using the Equiprobable algorithm to define the *a priori* probabilities in the restricted null models, we detected that all modular networks showed in fact a compound topology. However, when the *a priori* probabilities were based on node degrees (Degree-probable), from the 268 modular networks, 142 were detected as having a compound topology. Using this last method, the main factor affecting the chance of a modular network presenting a compound topology was consumer richness. (Fig. 5G). For details see Appendix S1.9.
Figure 5 – Simulation parameters affecting network topology. (A) and (B) show the effect of maximum distance and number of clusters on modularity and nestedness of the simulated networks, respectively. Values of WNODA were divided by 100, resulting in values between 0 and 1. In (C) nestedness is decomposed in its two components: nestedness between nodes of the same module (WNODA\textsubscript{SM}, solid lines) and nestedness between nodes of different modules (WNODA\textsubscript{DM}, dashed lines). Average values of consumer and resource richness were used to draw the curves in (A-C). Plot (D) shows the ratio between the expected WNODA\textsubscript{SM} and WNODA\textsubscript{DM} (curves on C) as a function of maximum distance. Notice that the vertical axis in D is log-transformed. In (E) a plot with nestedness vs. modularity shows the strong negative correlation between those metrics (Spearman correlation presented). (F) and (G) present Venn diagrams for network topologies and arrows for the main factors affecting the chance of a network showing each topology. The networks were classified as nested or modular based on null model analysis. Maximum distance and number of clusters have opposite effects on the chance of a network being nested or modular. Consumer richness had a strong effect on the probability of a network being nested, but a weak effect on its probability of being modular (F). Therefore, modular networks with high consumer richness have higher chance of also being...
nested. We tested whether each modular network presented a compound topology using restricted null models with two different methods to define a priori probabilities: equiprobable and degree-probable. All modular networks were detected as having compound topologies by the equiprobable restricted null model (not shown in the figure) and 142 were detected as having compound topologies by the degree-probable restricted null model (G). In this latter case, consumer species richness was the main factor influencing the probability of a modular network having internally nested modules (compound topology). All results presented here were obtained by fitting generalized linear models, except for (E), which was based on a Spearman correlation. Complete results are presented in Appendix S1.

Most values of the $\beta_P$ and $\beta_{Weighted-P}$ in the regressions with mean performance were negative. However, this was not a ubiquitous pattern, as several positive values were also found. For $Z$ the results were still more diverse, since most of the $\beta_Z$ values were negative, although most of the $\beta_{Weighted-Z}$ values were positive (Fig. 6A-B). In general, we found that the relationship between mean performance and $Z$ decreased with maximum distance and number of clusters (Fig. 6D-F), although the relationship between mean performance and $P$ was little or not affected by these parameters (Fig. G-I). The same general trends were found in the analysis using maximum performance instead of mean performance (Appendix S1.10). Similarly, most of the $\beta_P$ and $\beta_{Weighted-P}$ values in the regressions with total performance were also negative, and $\beta_{Weighted-Z}$ values decreased with maximum distance, although this relationship was not observed for $\beta_Z$ (Appendix S1.10).
Figure 6 - Simulation parameters affecting the multi-scale relationship between consumer’s mean performance and specialization. First, for each network we performed a linear regression between consumers’ mean performance as a function of Z (within-module degree) and P (participation coefficient). In (A) we plotted the coefficients (β) of these regressions. We also performed this same procedure using weighted versions of Z and P (B). The colored region of (A) and (B) represents the multi-scale relationship between performance and specialization predicted by the IHS: negative within-module (βZ>0) and positive between-modules (βP<0). Notice that the values of Z and P are negatively related to specialization. We built generalized additive models to test for a relationship between regression coefficients and simulation parameters (Appendix S1). In (C-F) we present the regression coefficients as a function of maximum distance (horizontal axis) and number of clusters (colors) when it has a statistically significant effect on the model. There were some coefficients with extreme values, whose inclusion would make it difficult to visualize the plots, and so, we show only the core.
region of each plot including most of the points and the predicted curves. Average values of consumer and resource richness were used to draw the curves.

Discussion

The IHS model, following three first-principles, and through the adjustment of five biologically meaningful parameters, has successfully produced a highly diverse set of synthetic consumer-resource networks. In those simulations, specialization varied largely, and we found the main topologies observed in real-world interaction networks: nested, modular, and compound. We also found positive, neutral, and negative relationships between consumers’ performance and specialization, as well as multi-scale relationships. Despite this not being the first theoretical model to produce or predict one of those features separately (e.g., modularity: Guimerà et al. 2010; compound topology: Leung & Weitz 2016; positive relationship between performance and specialization: trade-off hypothesis, Poulin 1998; negative relationship between performance and specialization: resource breadth hypothesis, Hellgren et al. 2009), as far as we know, our model is the first to implement a single mechanism able to generate all patterns under different circumstances.

It is important to notice that no network-level structure was imposed on our model or emerged through network-level selection, but rather emerged from the rules on the evolution of links between consumers and resources. Moreover, by comparing simulated networks generated with different parameter setups we were able to identify general contexts that are related to the emergence of each pattern.

Model parameters and simulated networks

Out of the five model parameters, maximum distance and number of clusters have disproportionately affected the simulated networks. Maximum distance is linked to the existence and intensity of trade-offs in consumer performances on different resources and number of clusters affects how discontinuously are those trade-offs distributed in the resource community. We found that discontinuities tend to reinforce the effect of increasing trade-offs on network architecture (i.e. maximum distance and number of clusters usually affect metrics of the simulated networks in the same direction).

The innate method defines the initial state of the network (the realized performance matrix before the simulation), however it had weak effect in most of the analysis of simulated networks (the realized performance matrix after the simulation), which shows that consumer evolution was strong enough to overcome initial patterns in most simulations. The only metric that was strongly driven by innate method was the proportion of iterations in which occurred evolutionary changes (for a discussion of this result, see Appendix S1.1). Overall, consumer and resource richness did not strongly
influence the simulation outputs either, being important just in some analyses (e.g., compound topology), which we discuss further.

When using the IHS model, it is imperative to keep in mind that the simulated networks are ideal networks and several weak links on the matrices may not be detected in empirical studies or even may not happen in nature. First, it is well recognized that weak interactions are unlikely to being sampled in ecological studies (Jordano 2016). Also, some links may be so weak that it does not happen even once in ecological time or the resource exploitation is avoided by the consumer because it does not compensate the energy costs. For last, in most of interaction networks, weights are measured as counts (e.g. abundance of parasites in hosts, floral visits of pollinators), thus, imposing a lower limit on link weights (a link lower than 1 cannot occur). Therefore, despite several simulated networks have very high connectance, this is not likely to be found in empirical studies.

**Trade-offs and specialization**

In general, higher values of maximum distance and number of clusters resulted in specialist consumers having higher performance than generalists on each resource, and in more specialized, more modular and less nested simulated networks. When trade-offs are strong, the jack-of-all-trades is master of none or, even, does not exist, and the network is sparse, with several forbidden links. However, when trade-offs are weak, the jack-of-all-trades is master of all, and the network is highly connected. When there is no trade-off at all (no distance between resources greater than 1), there is no forbidden links and connectance is always 1.

In natural systems we may expect that the intensity of trade-offs depends on the type and intimacy of the studied ecological interaction. As more intimate interactions require stronger match between interacting species than less intimate interactions (Hembry et al. 2018), the same difference between two resource species, tends to represent a stronger trade-off in intimate networks. For instance, slight physiological differences between two resources may strongly affect the probability of each resource being exploited by a given endoparasite, but be irrelevant to their probabilities of being preyed upon. In agreement with our predictions, ecological interactions known to be more intimate usually are more specialized than less intimate interactions (e.g., pollination vs. seed dispersal, Blüthgen et al. 2007; parasitism and parasitoidism vs. predation, Van Veen et al. 2008; leaf mining vs. leaf chewing, Novotny et al. 2010), and form sparsely connected and modular networks, although low intimacy leads to highly connected and nested networks (Guimarães et al. 2007a; Pires & Guimaraes 2012; Hembry et al. 2018).

One of the most pervasive patterns in ecological networks is a negative relationship between size and connectance (Jordano 1987; Blüthgen et al. 2007). However, in our simulated networks, connectance was just minimally affected by consumer and resource richness (i.e., network size), but mostly driven by the intensity of trade-offs. Our results
suggest that connectance in real-world ecological networks is not directly related to network size, but a consequence of larger networks usually comprising a more heterogeneous set of organisms and, therefore, containing stronger trade-offs. The same may hold for other network features that are affected by the intensity of trade-offs, such as modularity and nestedness. Using a similar rationale, Jordano (1987) argues that larger seed-dispersal networks are more compartmentalized and less connected because they include more diverse sets of feeding structures and fruit types. Moreover, Flores et al. (2011), in a set of nested networks, did not find a relationship between connectance and size, and Montoya et al. (2015) found that modularity in island networks was related with functional diversity but not with species richness, both corroborating that specialization decreases with heterogeneity and not with size itself.

**Compound topology**

On the one hand, several simulated networks presented both significant nestedness and modularity. On the other hand, nestedness and modularity are driven in opposite directions by the same main parameters (maximum distance and number of clusters) and are strongly negatively correlated, as usually found in empirical ecological networks (Thebault & Fontaine 2010; Pires & Guimaraes 2012; Trøjelsgaard & Olesen 2013). This scenario does not support the perspective of the overall network having a mixed nested and modular structure (Fortuna et al. 2010), but is consonant with the perspective that each topology may predominate at different network scales (Felix et al. 2017).

Indeed, in modular-nested simulated networks, most of network nestedness came from the smaller scale: WNODA$_{SM}$ was always much higher than WNODA$_{DM}$. Our model predicts that networks without trade-offs should present a nested topology, and reinforces the prediction that highly diverse networks tend to present a compound topology (Lewinsohn et al. 2006; Flores et al. 2011; Felix et al. 2017). In these networks, consumers tend to specialize in a group of homogeneous resource species instead of a single species (Fig. 2D), which corroborates that network modules may be the real unity of specialization and coevolution (Olesen et al. 2007). Recently, as a result of conceptual and methodological improvements in ecological network science, compound topologies have been detected in several real-world networks that could be previously classified as purely modular or nested-modular (Flores et al. 2013; Felix et al. 2017; Solé-Ribalta et al. 2018).

We did not find a ubiquitous multi-scale relationship between consumer performance and specialization in modular networks, which suggests that this previously predicted pattern (Pinheiro et al. 2016) that has already been observed in nature (Felix et al. 2017), is not a necessary consequence of the IHS, but one of the possible structures that may emerge in diverse consumer-resource interaction systems. When the trade-offs are too strong, a positive relationship between performance and specialization emerges even within modules, which leads to extreme specialization. These are the situations in which we should expect to find pairwise specialization and coevolution. The relationship
between performance and specialization in different modules presented a more random variation, that could not be explained based on the intensity of trade-offs in the simulations. If, on the one hand, a multi-scale relationship in modular networks was found in just a few cases, on the other hand, when entire simulated networks with increasing resource diversity are compared to one another, there is a clear inversion in the expected relationship between consumer performance and specialization.

Our results show that scale is key to understand the architecture and dynamics of ecological networks. And by scale we mean the hierarchical levels within a given network (e.g., network, modules, nodes), and the different taxonomic, phylogenetic, functional, and geographic scales that may be sampled when building a network from empirical data. Interaction networks containing only similar species show patterns that are not observed in more heterogeneous networks, as well as a module does not reflect the structure of the entire network. And, as previously commented by other authors, studies of ecological interactions are usually focused on modules of the network or in taxonomically defined assemblages subsets (Olesen et al. 2007; Jordano 2016). Thus, the literature is probably biased towards low-scale patterns (as suggested by Bezerra et al. 2009; Mello et al. 2011). This may explain, for instance, the paradigm of mutualism being always nested (Bascompte & Jordano 2007) and the dominance of positive relationships between performance and host range of parasites in the literature (Krasnov et al. 2004; Hellgren et al. 2009). Moreover, we may expect that several of the published nested interaction networks are in fact modules of more complete networks with compound topologies.

**Competing models that produce compound topologies**

Beckett & Williams (2013) have predicted a compound topology for phage-bacteria networks, using a relaxed lock-and-key model. Despite their model including a larger number of parameters and having a more complex and less general mechanism than ours, most principles of the IHS model are at least partially met by it. In fact, only the first-principle (iii) of our model is not mirrored in some extent by their model, since performance is not defined only by consumer evolution, but also by resource evolution. We believe that our model is not contradictory to the relaxed lock-and-key model, but rather more comprehensive. Generality gets more and more important in those models, as observations of compound topologies in other systems are made (Felix et al. 2017; Solé-Ribalta et al. 2018).

Leung & Weitz (2016) proposed a bipartite network growth model that can also produce modular, nested, and compound networks. The mechanics of their model is very different from ours, mainly in two major aspects. First, in their model, a network grows by duplication of nodes, while in our model the number of species in the system is kept constant. Second, in their model once a link is established between two nodes it is not modified anymore, while in our model links depends on the match between consumers and resources, which is subjected to evolution. Moreover, contrary to the IHS model, their model produces only binary networks. These differences make it very difficult to...
compare assumptions and mechanisms of both models. However, it is remarkable that Leung & Weitz (2016) found that, when there are trade-offs, modularity emerges in networks, otherwise, hosts and parasites enter an arms race that results in nestedness.

This is highly consonant with our main predictions using the IHS model.

**Limitations of the model**

The main limitation of the IHS model is the assumption that innate performance is modified only by the evolution of consumer species. In nature, consumption is likely to be a selective force that also drives resource species evolution (Thompson 1994). This limitation is especially important in mutualisms, where it is not trivial to classify each partner as consumer or resource. In these cases, application of our model should take into account the available knowledge about the evolution of the species groups involved in the interaction. For instance, in pollination systems we may be eager to classify animals as consumers and plants as resources, because of the trophic relationship between them. However, there is strong evidence that plants evolve in response to pollinator-mediated selection, although the opposite is seldom true (Armbruster 2017). Therefore, it may be more appropriate to consider pollinators as resources exploited by plants in order to reproduce.

Another relevant limitation of our model is that the realized performance is determined only by resource species carrying capacity and innate performance, and does not consider consumer species abundance. This is a direct consequence of the IHS being initially proposed inspired by endoparasitic interactions. In obligatory interactions, from the consumers’ perspective, mainly when they are symbiotic, the abundance of the consumer species is itself a measure of interaction weight, as the consumer only survives by interacting. Then it is reasonable to consider consumer abundance and performance together in the model. However, in facultative interactions, in which consumer abundance is less dependent on the interaction, to not consider the separated effect of abundance and trait-matching in link establishment may represent a strong caveat.

Other limitations of the IHS model are: (1) the model does not include extinctions nor cladogenesis. It is important to warn that the present model does not aim to explain species coexistence in an ecological system but assumes it *a priori*. (2) The consumer-resource system is assumed to be closed: there is no emigration or immigration; and (3) links are affected just by the match between consumer and resource, overlooking factors exogenous to the species that may affect link establishment, e.g., context dependence (Chamberlain et al. 2014). Nevertheless, despite these somewhat simplistic assumptions, our model was able to recover all common topological patterns observed among interaction networks.

**Conclusion**
In summary, we propose a new model for generating consumer-resource networks based on the integrative hypothesis of specialization (IHS). Despite its limitations, which are inherent to a model aiming at generality, our model may be a useful source of testable predictions.

One great challenge ahead is to parameterize our model based on real-world data, in order to generate more precise and quantitative predictions for particular kinds of networks. This is no simple task, though, as the distance between resource species is a non-dimensional variable, based on an abstract concept, which is affected by several factors. One possible solution would be to develop proxies for resource species distances based on phylogenetic, trait-based, or interaction-based distances.

However, even without these refinements, the proposed model reproduced several already observed patterns and most of its predictions are coherent to real-world observations and consonant with current evolutionary and ecological theories. Our results show that the IHS model is useful to generate synthetic, weighted, bipartite, consumer-resource networks and supports the IHS as a theoretical framework to study interaction specialization and network topology.
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